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12 Forster, L. S., private communication, 1964. 13 Murrell, J., Quart. Rev., 15, 191 (1961) . 14 Kosower, E. M., and P. E. Klinedienst, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 84, 3493 (1956) . 15 Ray, A., unpublished observations, 1964. CHARGE TRANSFER IN MOLECULAR CRYSTALS* BY H. M. MCCONNELL, B. M. HOFFMAN,t AND R. M. METZGERt DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, STANFORD UNIVERSITY Communicated by Paul Flory, November 16, 1964 There have been extensive experimental and theoretical studies of the electrical and magnetic properties of 1:1 crystalline complexes DA between aromatic donor molecules, D, and acceptor molecules, A.1 The basic difficulty in understanding the physical properties of DA crystal complexes has been lack of information on an adequate approximation to the electronic structure of the crystal ground state. Thus, the nature of the magnetic and charge-carrying excitations above the ground state has been at least equally uncertain.
The purpose of the present paper is to outline a new theoretical treatment of this problem, and to make relevant experimental predictions. 
X(2)
A recent theoretical discussion of this many-body problem3 in the Hartree-Fock molecular-field approximation shows clearly that these off-diagonal "'y-matrix elements" can be treated by perturbation theory, provided -y is sufficiently small.
In this approximation, the diagonal elements give rise to the molecular-field energy, E = N(eop -Clp2).
Here N is the total number of molecules in the cyclic chain (N/2 molecules of D and N/2 molecules of A), p is the average charge density per molecule, NEo is the energy required to charge the lattice so that there is a unit negative charge on each A molecule, and a unit positive charge on each D molecule (neglecting coulomb ion-ion interactions between molecules), and -Nelp2 measures the total attractive ion-ion (Madelung) energy of the three-dimensional lattice. Equivalent definitions are
where ID is the ionization potential of the D molecules, and AA is the electron affinity of the A molecules; 2E1 is the energy required to remove a D+ or Amolecule from the fully ionic lattice (p = 1). It is estimated that 2E1 is typically of the order of magnitude of 2 ev for single-ring aromatic molecules where the donors and acceptors are molecules such as p-phenylenediamine and chloranil in which the charges tend to be concentrated at the opposite ends of the long molecular axes. The energy in (3) is a minimum at p = 0 when Eo > El, and is a minimum at p = 1 when El > eo. These molecular-field solutions are stable against the y-matrix element perturbation for p = 0 when en >» Jyf, and are stable for p = 1 when ens >> Jy1. 
where El' is the attractive ion-ion coulomb interaction between the ion pair. Thus, ein > 2El-el, (6) which is estimated to be of the order of magnitude of an electron volt. Next, consider the D+A-crystal with an ionic ground state, El > Eo, p = 1. In this case the energy required to create a neutral pair (i.e., . .D+A-D+A-DAD+A-..) in the ionic lattice is
>2e, -El.
(8) Again, in typical cases we expect eni to be of the order of, or greater than, an electron volt, when El > Eo and p = 1.
We have now demonstrated that the e's are of the order of, or larger than, direct intermolecular coulomnb ion-ion interactiomI. On the other hand, 'y depends oIn atomic orbital overlap at intermolecular distances and may be safely assumed to be significantly less than the appropriate e. And for biy|le << 1 a perturbation expansion in powers of f'yj/e is perfectly valid. The adequacy of the molecularfield approximation is certainly reasonable in that one deals here with long-range ion-ion interactions in a three-dimensional lattice.
The physical significance of these conclusions is that 1 :1 DA crystal complexes must divide quite sharply into two classes, "nonionic" and "ionic." It is then possible PROC. N. A. S. to put any given crystal into one of the two classes on the basis of measurements that are sensitive to the molecular charge, such as nuclear quadrupole resonance, or infrared absorption. Moreover, these classes are distinguishable on the basis of their magnetic excitations (see below). It is also interesting to note that when Eo -el one might conceivably obtain two crystal forms of a given DA pair having comparable stabilities, one based on ionic molecules, D+ and A-, and the other based on neutral molecules, D and A. Indeed, it is even possible that ionic forms may be obtained by crystallization of such complexes from polar solvents, and the nonionic form by crystallization from nonpolar solvents.5
The lowest energy elementary electronic excitations above the ground state of a nonionic crystal are expected to be triplet excitons corresponding to a coulombbound pair of parallel spins propagating through the crystal lattice, ...DADAD+ t A-t DADA...
Here the excitation energy is 2Eo -El'. In such cases the coulomb interaction of the ion pair is probably large enough to permit the experimental observation of triplet exciton fine-structure splittings.6 The triplet exciton band width involves the virtual states A-t D ++A-t and D + t A-D + t and should easily be large enough to result in the loss of nuclear hyperfine structure.7 The charge-carrying excitations for a nonionic ground state can be thought of as negative charges moving on the A molecules, and positive holes on the D molecules. The excitation energy to the charge-carrying state is Eo per charge carrier. The charge carrier band width is y2/f2, where 62 is the energy required to create an ion pair next to an ion in a neutral chain, i.e., to go from ... DADA-DA ... to ... DADA-D+A-..... In general, crystals with nonionic ground states are expected to be diamagnetic, or very feebly paramagnetic, since from equation (6) and the following discussion it is clear that the magnetic excitations (triplet excitons and charge carriers) require energies of the order of electron volts, and thus are not thermally accessible under normal conditions. Optical excitation may be necessary to populate such states sufficiently to detect them by paramagnetic resonance.
The lowest energy elementary electronic excitations above the ionic ground state of a DA crystal complex are linear spin-waves.8 These are the spin excitations of a linear chain of spin l/2 units, corresponding to the Hamiltonian, H' = EJSi Sl+1, (9) where 4,y2
For typical linear chain molecular crystals, one can neglect exchange interactions between different chains. Although the excitations of an infinite linear chain of exchange-coupled spin '/2 units is not known, the dominant features of the spin susceptibility versus temperature curve for this problem can be inferred immediately from the work of Griffith9 on finite chains. Only the very low temperaturesusceptibility region (kT < J) remains in doubt. At the present time there is no reason to expect the low-temperature magnetic resonance spectra of the linear chain with an ionic ground state to show triplet exciton-like spectra, unless a crystal phase transition brings about an alternation in the DA intermolecular distances. The charge-carrying excitations above the ionic ground state have excitation energies of 2Ei -Eo per carrier, and band widths of y2/E3, where E3 is the energy required to create two neutral molecules next to a neutral molecule in the ionic chain, i.e., to go from ... D+A-D+AD+A-... to D+ADAD+A-.
The charge-carrying excitations can be thought of as electrons moving along the chain of D+ ions, or holes moving along the chain of A-ions. A particularly convenient experimental procedure for determining whether the ground state of a given DA crystal complex is ionic or nonionic appears to be the following. When hydrostatic pressure is applied to a linear chain DA crystal complex, we expect the DA intermolecular distances to decrease, since the chain direction is almost certainly a direction of high compressibility. This should then decrease the DA D +A-excitation energy, but increase the D +A-DA excitation energy. Thus, at a given temperature, the concentration of magnetic excitations will increase with increasing pressure in a crystal with a nonionic ground state, whereas the concentration of magnetic excitations will decrease in a crystal with an ionic ground state (due to increasing J). Thus, barring pathological complications, a simple determination of the sign of the pressure effect on paramagnetic resonance intensity should permit a determination of the ionic or nonionic character of the crystal ground state.
It is to be emphasized that the above sharp classification of DA crystals into ionic and nonionic is only appropriate to crystals at such low temperatures that the concentration of excitations is small. Similar remarks apply to our description of the elementary excitations above this low-temperature ground state. Extension of the theory to higher temperatures can be made along the same lines as that used by Chesnut for triplet exciton systems.'0 Indeed, Chesnut's work on triplet exciton systems suggests that at high temperatures corresponding to high excitation concentrations, one may obtain phase transitions in DA crystal systems in which p changes rapidly, or discontinuously. Even at low-temperatures phase transitions from a nonionic to an ionic lattice may be brought about by the application of hydrostatic pressure, especially when so -El.-Note added in proof: Recently Mastunagall and Foster and Thompson'2 have obtained infrared" and optical'2 evidence for strong ionic character in a number of DA crystals.
We are indebted to P. Nordio, Z. Soos, and M. S. Itzkowitz for helpful discussions, and to R. S. Mulliken for a stimulating letter.
